Gender Equality in academia: Policy versus Reality
The Euraxess Hubs Project is pleased to invite you to participate in the Webinar on Gender
Equality. Join us on June 7th from 13.00 to 14.10 via Zoom and enjoy the inspirational talk
and researchers panel discussion.
We are looking forward to hearing from you!
The Euraxess Hubs Team (Task 2.3)
Please sign up here.

Inspirational talk
•

Michaela Gindl - co-head of the Staff Unit for Equality, Gender and
Diversity at the University of Continuing Education Krems and freelancer of MOVES – Center for Gender and Diversity

•

Ragnhild Möller - work environment and EDI (equality, diversity, and
inclusion) coordinator at the Faculty Office at the Faculty of Science,
Lund University (Mentoring program)

Researchers panel discussion
Facilitator
Dr. Karin Gilland Lutz is deputy head of the Office for Gender Equality and Diversity, University of Zurich.
She holds a PhD in Political Science from Trinity College Dublin and is about to complete a master’s degree
at the German University for Administrative Sciences Speyer.

•

Hanne Andersen is a Danish philosopher of science. Hanne has previously been head of
the department and a professor of Science Education at the University of Copenhagen.
She is currently professor in history and philosophy of science, also at the Department
of Science Education. She is a member of the European Academy of Sciences. In connection to gender equality, she has been engaged in the Women Caucus of the Philosophy of Science Association, and she has participated in a Danish initiative for uncovering everyday sexism in Danish academia.

•

Sara Trojahn is a postdoc within the Department of Ecology at the University of Innsbruck. Her current work is focusing on large European river systems and their ecological
cycling of dissolved carbon and nutrients.

•

Finnborg Salome Steinþórsdóttir is a postdoc researcher and sessional teacher in Gender Studies at the University of Iceland. She also serves as a gender expert on University of Iceland’s Professional Council on responding to gender-related and sexual
harassment and other sexual violence.

•

Vasiliki Mylonopoulou holds a PhD and is a lecturer at the Applied IT department at the
University of Gothenburg. Through her courses in Human-Computer Interaction, she
addresses matters of diversity, equity, and inclusion. In 2019, she received the equality
and diversity award from the University of Oulu, Finland, and since then, she holds a
yearly event to raise awareness about the diversity of minds.

